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edition. Excerpt: .in art. For it will be allowed to be true that,
while nothing invites emulation so much as a strong personal
style, it belongs so wholly to its creator as to preclude any
sustained attempt being made to impose it upon another, and
therefore a different, temperament. The books of the Woodlands
Press are the outcome of a characteristic desire on the part of
the artist to secure the utmost control over all stages of
production, and in order that complete freedom might be had
from those traditions of printing which properly affect books
aiming at quite other ideals. Although something besides has
been done, the six parts of Vox Humana demonstrate
conclusively the separate existence of the Press, and, it may be
said at once, more than justify it. The artist, who is also the
author, has evolved a consistently illuminated page, the...
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This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the
future. I am just easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Ver nie Schimmel
The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again
once again in the foreseeable future. Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading
this pdf.
-- Dr . Ja ydon Mosciski
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